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Eavesdropping
Stephen Beattie

Perched on high-wire phone lines,
starlings Morse-code the air
with incessant chatter.
Beneath their talons cables, vibrate
to a mélange of human voices.

She’s at it again… can’t get the stain…
only three days remain… I’ll have a number four
with extra rice… if only he wasn’t so nice…
I won’t tell you twice…

Each conversation
spirals down copper ley lines
feeding the birds’ hunger;
laughter, sadness, banality beyond belief;
they’re not fussy eaters.

They soar,
a tower of Babel
inking the air,
ruby sun cloaked by the swarm.
The starlings roost
their dreams man-made.

David Dream
Annie McGann

He rang me and then put me on hold forever – or rather,
I answered my phone and I heard his voice say ‘hang on’
and he got on with his life and left me
hanging on the end of the open line,
hearing him distantly talking and moving about –
all his knockings and rustlings –
the bang of doors, starting of motors, sirens,
airwaves open as light funnels through a lens
its silence flooding the capillaries;
drowning in the dilution of sound
pouring distance and white noise in my ear.



Spent
Kate Noakes

Five summers have come, blazed, gone
and we’ve burned our love in meadows,
high woods and the hearts of mazes,

borne its torch through market towns,
over rolling hills, up coombe, down,
lit beacons along the coast to sing

its brilliance, warmed our hands at its
night-time brazier, flamed, fanned,
fired the land wildly, barely in control.

And now you fret over charcoal,
the fate of small creatures, scorch marks.
Five years, and you are questioning this?

7am Rising
Sarah James

Silence: only the air conditioning, talking
in whispers, the shower’s exotic pelting
after the pool’s icy plunge
and a hairdryer’s sudden sirocco –
minus the sting of sand.

“Sorry!” Someone bumps into the air.
Ghosts do not say “Good morning!” –
they’ve been up all night already,
shy away from the glare
of artificial light; small talk.

“You off to work?”
Splash! The question bombs the changing room.
Water jumps. But there’s no reply:
the ghosts have just finished their shift
and the lockers still aren’t awake yet.



Just Ice
Paula Ward

Cordoned off
the frozen food aisle
by three women
and their multitude of
toddling children,
discussing a fat arse
named Mike
who refused to pay
for the upkeep of his
kids.  He’s now with
Sue who puts out
and puts up
with him but keeps
her affairs a secret.

Demi-statue in gift shop
Helen Addy

Two blonde heads examining a chalky finger.
One taps the other's skin; hard like plaster.
"Spilt superglue on it trying to fix the bastard ring.
How do I get it off ?"
"No idea. But how did he take it ?"
"I didn't hang around to find out."
A shrug slips a strap down her sun-tanned arm.
She turns to pick up a scented candle.
Her hand trembles; sending bangles shimmering.
They glide out the door as if holding breakables.
I bring the candle to my nose;
Cellophane masking any perfume there is, or used to be.
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